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The Strange History of Suzanne LaFleshe
and Other Stories of Women and Fatness
Strange Histories presents a serious account of some
of the most extraordinary occurrences of European
and North American history and explains how they
made sense to people living at the time. Using case
studies from the Middle Ages and the early modern
period, this book provides fascinating insights into the
world-view of a vanished age and shows how such
occurences fitted in quite naturally with the "common
sense" of the time. Explanations of these phenomena,
riveting and ultimately rational, encourage further
reflection on what shapes our beliefs today. What
made reasonable, educated men and women behave
in ways that seem utterly nonsensical to us today?
This question and many more are answered in this
fascinating book.

The Weird
Chronicles the last half century's haphazard attempt
to harness fusion energy, describing how
governments and research teams throughout the
world have employed measures ranging from the
controversial to the humorous.

Strange and Obscure Stories of the Civil
War
Listen to a short interview with Matthew Connelly
Host: Chris Gondek - Producer: Heron & Crane Fatal
Misconception is the disturbing story of our quest to
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remake humanity
by policing
national borders and
breeding better people. As the population of the world
doubled once, and then again, well-meaning people
concluded that only population control could preserve
the quality of life. This movement eventually spanned
the globe and carried out a series of astonishing
experiments, from banning Asian immigration to
paying poor people to be sterilized. Supported by
affluent countries, foundations, and nongovernmental organizations, the population control
movement experimented with ways to limit
population growth. But it had to contend with the
Catholic Church's ban on contraception and
nationalist leaders who warned of race suicide. The
ensuing struggle caused untold suffering for those
caught in the middle--particularly women and
children. It culminated in the horrors of sterilization
camps in India and the one-child policy in China.
Matthew Connelly offers the first global history of a
movement that changed how people regard their
children and ultimately the face of humankind. It was
the most ambitious social engineering project of the
twentieth century, one that continues to alarm the
global community. Though promoted as a way to lift
people out of poverty--perhaps even to save the
earth--family planning became a means to plan other
people's families. With its transnational scope and
exhaustive research into such archives as Planned
Parenthood and the newly opened Vatican Secret
Archives, Connelly's withering critique uncovers the
cost inflicted by a humanitarian movement gone
terribly awry and urges renewed commitment to the
reproductive rights of all people.
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The Book of Strange New Things
SPECTATOR BOOKS OF THE YEAR 2015 Britain's
empire has gone. Our manufacturing base is a
shadow of its former self; the Royal Navy has been
reduced to a skeleton. In military, diplomatic and
economic terms, we no longer matter as we once did.
And yet there is still one area in which we can
legitimately claim superpower status: our popular
culture. It is extraordinary to think that one British
writer, J. K. Rowling, has sold more than 400 million
books; that Doctor Who is watched in almost every
developed country in the world; that James Bond has
been the central character in the longest-running film
series in history; that The Lord of the Rings is the
second best-selling novel ever written (behind only A
Tale of Two Cities); that the Beatles are still the bestselling musical group of all time; and that only
Shakespeare and the Bible have sold more books than
Agatha Christie. To put it simply, no country on earth,
relative to its size, has contributed more to the
modern imagination. This is a book about the success
and the meaning of Britain's modern popular culture,
from Bond and the Beatles to heavy metal and
Coronation Street, from the Angry Young Men to Harry
Potter, from Damien Hirst toThe X Factor.

The Romance of the Telephone
Buckingham Palace is one of the most familiar
buildings in the world, but who knows the real tales
hidden behind its ceremonial gates? Who was the
witch that once lived in the royal courtyard? How
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could courtesans
once have
plied their trade in front
of the present royal windows? How dare a prime
minister call the palace a monstrous insult to the
nation? This text presents a detailed exploration of
the ordinary and sometimes extraordinary people who
owned or lived on the land now occupied by the
Palace, and of the royal occupants who later inhabited
it. The Strange History of Buckingham Palace reveals
how Buckingham Palace came to be the place it is
today, from the time when it probably formed the
escape route from a Roman battle nearly 2000 years
ago, to the establishment of the first gentleman's
house there in the 17th century, and on into a
chequered royal history, which includes an ambitious
Saxon queen and James I's plan to found an English
silk industry in the Palace gardens.

Sun in a Bottle
Winner of the Ray Allen Billington Prize and the Phillis
Wheatley Book Award "An American 'Odyssey,' the
larger-than-life story of a man who travels far in the
wake of war and gets by on his adaptability and gift
for gab." —Wall Street Journal A black child born on
the US-Mexico border in the twilight of slavery,
William Ellis inhabited a world divided along
ambiguous racial lines. Adopting the name Guillermo
Eliseo, he passed as Mexican, transcending racial
lines to become fabulously wealthy as a Wall Street
banker, diplomat, and owner of scores of mines and
haciendas south of the border. In The Strange Career
of William Ellis, prize-winning historian Karl Jacoby
weaves an astonishing tale of cunning and scandal,
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the history of the
Reconstruction era, the US-Mexico border, and the
abiding riddle of race in America.

A Princely Impostor?
*A New York Times Critics' Best Book of 2018* *An
Economist Best Book of 2018* *A Spectator Best Book
of 2018* *A Mental Floss Best Book of 2018* An
unprecedented history of the personality test
conceived a century ago by a mother and her
daughter--fiction writers with no formal training in
psychology--and how it insinuated itself into our
boardrooms, classrooms, and beyond The MyersBriggs Type Indicator is the most popular personality
test in the world. It is used regularly by Fortune 500
companies, universities, hospitals, churches, and the
military. Its language of personality
types--extraversion and introversion, sensing and
intuiting, thinking and feeling, judging and
perceiving--has inspired television shows, online
dating platforms, and Buzzfeed quizzes. Yet despite
the test's widespread adoption, experts in the field of
psychometric testing, a $2 billion industry, have
struggled to validate its results--no less account for its
success. How did Myers-Briggs, a homegrown multiple
choice questionnaire, infiltrate our workplaces, our
relationships, our Internet, our lives? First conceived
in the 1920s by the mother-daughter team of
Katherine Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers, a pair of
devoted homemakers, novelists, and amateur
psychoanalysts, Myers-Briggs was designed to bring
the gospel of Carl Jung to the masses. But it would
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own, reaching from the
smoke-filled boardrooms of mid-century New York to
Berkeley, California, where it was administered to
some of the twentieth century's greatest creative
minds. It would travel across the world to London,
Zurich, Cape Town, Melbourne, and Tokyo, until it
could be found just as easily in elementary schools,
nunneries, and wellness retreats as in shadowy
political consultancies and on social networks.
Drawing from original reporting and never-beforepublished documents, The Personality Brokers takes a
critical look at the personality indicator that became a
cultural icon. Along the way it examines nothing less
than the definition of the self--our attempts to grasp,
categorize, and quantify our personalities. Surprising
and absorbing, the book, like the test at its heart,
considers the timeless question: What makes you,
you?

The Strange Death of Europe
"In this innovative take on a neglected chapter of film
history, Peter Stanfield challenges the commonly held
view of the singing cowboy as an ephemeral figure of
fun and argues instead that he was one of the most
important cultural figures to emerge out of the Great
Depression.The rural or newly urban working-class
families who flocked to see the latest exploits of Gene
Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, andother singing
cowboys were an audience largely ignored by
mainstreamHollywood film. Hard hit by the
depression, faced with the threat--and often the
reality--of dispossession and dislocation, pressured to
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adapt to new ways
of living,
these small-town
filmgoers saw their ambitions, fantasies, and desires
embodied in the singing cowboy and their social and
political circumstances dramatized in ""B""
Westerns.Stanfield traces the singing cowboy's
previously uncharted roots in the performance
tradition of blackface minstrelsy and its literary
antecedents in dime novels, magazine fiction, and the
novels of B. M. Bower, showing how silent cinema
conventions, the developing commercial music media,
and the prevailing conditions of film production
shaped the ""horse opera"" of the 1930s. Cowboy
songs offered an alternative to the disruptive modern
effects of jazz music, while the series
Western--tapping into aesthetic principles shunned by
the aspiring middle class--emphasized stunts, fist
fights, slapstick comedy, disguises, and hidden
identities over narrative logic and character
psychology. Singing cowboys also linked recording,
radio, publishing, live performance, and film
media.Entertaining and thought-provoking, Horse
Opera recovers not only the forgotten cowboys of the
1930s but also their forgotten audiences: the ordinary
men and women whose lives were brightened by the
sights and songs of the singing Western."

A Kingdom Strange
This extraordinary true account of bad science, oafish
behavior and nauseating procedures takes readers on
a wild ride through medical history's dubious ideas,
bizarre treatments and biggest blunders. Original.
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The Strange History of Bonnie and Clyde
America's Strange History is a look into the other side
of history from the mind of historian and author G.S.
Smith

Fatal Misconception
Explores the societies that have pinned hopes for
wealth on the feathers and meat of the ostrich, from
South Africa's Karoo Desert to the modern American
west, and discusses the passions and politics
surrounding the bird.

The Strange History of a Dynamo
The Strange Death of Europe is the internationally
bestselling account of a continent and a culture
caught in the act of suicide, now updated with new
material taking in developments since it was first
published to huge acclaim. These include rapid
changes in the dynamics of global politics, world
leadership and terror attacks across Europe. Douglas
Murray travels across Europe to examine first-hand
how mass immigration, cultivated self-distrust and
delusion have contributed to a continent in the grips
of its own demise. From the shores of Lampedusa to
migrant camps in Greece, from Cologne to London, he
looks critically at the factors that have come together
to make Europeans unable to argue for themselves
and incapable of resisting their alteration as a society.
Murray's "tremendous and shattering" book (The
Times) addresses the disappointing failures of
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Angela World
Merkel's U-turn on migration,
the lack of repatriation and the Western fixation on
guilt, uncovering the malaise at the very heart of the
European culture. His conclusion is bleak, but the
predictions not irrevocable. As Murray argues, this
may be our last chance to change the outcome,
before it's too late.

The Strange Career of William Ellis: The
Texas Slave Who Became a Mexican
Millionaire
Here is the true story of Bonnie Parker (1910-1934)
and Clyde Barrow (1909-1934), a young sociopathic
Southern couple gunned down by authorities after a
two-year crime spree that left twelve people dead.
This history cuts through hype and mythology and
examines the outlaws' liberal and dysfunctional sex
life, their astonishing ability to elude a 1000-man
posse, the contradictory accounts of the mythic
ambush that resulted in their deaths and the
extraordinary growth of Bonnie and Clyde legend.

Caviar
The Bowery
America's Strange History:
Presents a series of historical anecdotes about littleknown, miscellaneous events and personal
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experiences of the
American
Civil War.
A Haunt of Fears
Copyrighted by Elephant Book Company Limited.

The Personality Brokers
Etidorhpa; Or, the End of Earth; The
Strange History of a Mysterious Being
and the Account of a Remarkable Journey
In Progressivism: The Strange History of a Radical
Idea, Bradley C. S. Watson presents an intellectual
history of American progressivism as a philosophicalpolitical phenomenon, focusing on how and with what
consequences the academic discipline of history came
to accept and propagate it. This book offers a
meticulously detailed historiography and critique of
the insularity and biases of academic culture. It shows
how the first scholarly interpreters of progressivism
were, in large measure, also its intellectual architects,
and later interpreters were in deep sympathy with
their premises and conclusions. Too many scholarly
treatments of the progressive synthesis were
products of it, or at least were insufficiently mindful of
two central facts: the hostility of progressive theory to
the Founders’ Constitution and the tension between
progressive theory and the realm of the private,
including even conscience itself. The constitutional
and religious dimensions of progressive thought—and,
in particular, the relationship between the
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two—remained Atlantic
hidden for
much of the twentieth
century. This pathbreaking volume reveals how and
why this scholarly obfuscation occurred. The book will
interest students and scholars of American political
thought, the Progressive Era, and historiography, and
it will be a useful reference work for anyone in history,
law, and political science.

Strange History
This book is a treasure trove of English oddities,
crammed with the most curious stories, remarkable
facts and unexpected goings-on from the country’s
long and convoluted history. From frogs’ legs at
Stonehenge to knicker elastic in the Blitz, this is
England – the unauthorised biography.

The Strange History of Pierre MendèsFrance and the Great Conflict Over
French North Africa
In the tradition of Cod and Olives: a fascinating
journey into the hidden history, culture, and
commerce of caviar. Once merely a substitute for
meat during religious fasts, today caviar is an icon of
luxury and wealth. In Caviar, Inga Saffron tells, for the
first time, the story of how the virgin eggs of the
prehistoric-looking, bottom-feeding sturgeon were
transformed from a humble peasant food into a czar’s
delicacy–and ultimately a coveted status symbol for a
rising middle class. She explores how the glistening
black eggs became the epitome of culinary
extravagance, while taking us on a revealing
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murkyWorld
world of caviar on the banks
of the Volga River and Caspian Sea in Russia, the Elbe
in Europe, and the Hudson and Delaware Rivers in the
United States. At the same time, Saffron describes the
complex industry caviar has spawned, illustrating the
unfortunate consequences of mass marketing such a
rare commodity. The story of caviar has long been
one of conflict, crisis, extravagant claims, and colorful
characters, such as the Greek sea captain who first
discovered the secret method of transporting the
perishable delicacy to Europe, the canny German
businessmen who encountered a wealth of untapped
sturgeon in American waters, the Russian
Communists who created a sophisticated cartel to
market caviar to an affluent Western clientele, the
dirt-poor poachers who eked out a living from
sturgeon in the aftermath of the Soviet collapse and
the “caviar Mafia” that has risen in their wake, and
the committed scientists who sacrificed their careers
to keep caviar on our tables. Filled with lore and
intrigue, Caviar is a captivating work of culinary,
natural, and cultural history.

The Strange History Buckingham Palace
Blood Accusation
Spanning a century, from Kate Chopin and Fannie
Hurst to J. California Cooper and Elana Dykewomon,
this bold and deeply satisfying anthology of women's
stories explores women's relationships to, and
perceptions of, their physical selves. Addressing the
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peculiarities, the
pleasures,
and the shames of body
politics, these stories of bodies that refuse to be
contained offer a variety of perspectives on fully
inhabiting the flesh. Whether celebrating bodies
deemed transgressive or simply daring to
acknowledge that such bodies exist, these diverse
literary representations of fatness render the
excessive body brilliantly, unapologetically visible.
Book jacket.

Strange Glow
From Lovecraft to Borges to Gaiman, a century of
intrepid literary experimentation has created a corpus
of dark and strange stories that transcend all known
genre boundaries. Together these stories form The
Weird, and its practitioners include some of the
greatest names in twentieth and twenty-first century
literature. Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you
into dark domains and brings you face to face with
surreal monstrosities. You won't find any elves or
wizards herebut you will find the biggest, boldest, and
downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred
years bound together in the biggest Weird collection
ever assembled. The Weird features 110 stories by an
all-star cast, from literary legends to international
bestsellers to Booker Prize winners: including William
Gibson, George R. R. Martin, Stephen King, Angela
Carter, Kelly Link, Franz Kafka, China Miéville, Clive
Barker, Haruki Murakami, M. R. James, Neil Gaiman,
Mervyn Peake, and Michael Chabon. The Weird is the
winner of the 2012 World Fantasy Award for Best
Anthology At the Publisher's request, this title is being
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Rights
Management Software
(DRM) applied.

English History: Strange but True
In 1587, John White and 117 men, women, and
children landed off the coast of North Carolina on
Roanoke Island, hoping to carve a colony from
fearsome wilderness. A mere month later, facing
quickly diminishing supplies and a fierce native
population, White sailed back to England in
desperation. He persuaded the wealthy Sir Walter
Raleigh, the expedition's sponsor, to rescue the
imperiled colonists, but by the time White returned
with aid the colonists of Roanoke were nowhere to be
found. He never saw his friends or family again.In this
gripping account based on new archival material,
colonial historian James Horn tells for the first time
the complete story of what happened to the Roanoke
colonists and their descendants. A compellingly
original examination of one of the great unsolved
mysteries of American history, A Kingdom Strange will
be essential reading for anyone interested in our
national origins.

The Strange Career of Legal Liberalism
Strange Science
In the Peninsula Campaign of spring 1862, Union
general George B. McClellan failed in his plan to
capture the Confederate capital and bring a quick end
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to the conflict. But
the campaign
in the war--the participation of African Americans in
ways that were critical to the Union offensive.
Ultimately, that participation influenced Lincoln's
decision to issue the Emancipation Proclamation at
the end of that year. Glenn David Brasher's unique
narrative history delves into African American
involvement in this pivotal military event,
demonstrating that blacks contributed essential
manpower and provided intelligence that shaped the
campaign's military tactics and strategy and that their
activities helped to convince many Northerners that
emancipation was a military necessity. Drawing on
the voices of Northern soldiers, civilians, politicians,
and abolitionists as well as Southern soldiers,
slaveholders, and the enslaved, Brasher focuses on
the slaves themselves, whose actions showed that
they understood from the outset that the war was
about their freedom. As Brasher convincingly shows,
the Peninsula Campaign was more important in
affecting the decision for emancipation than the
Battle of Antietam.

The Great British Dream Factory
In 1921 a traveling religious man appeared in eastern
British Bengal. Soon residents began to identify this
half-naked and ash-smeared sannyasi as none other
than the Second Kumar of Bhawal--a man believed to
have died twelve years earlier, at the age of twentysix. So began one of the most extraordinary legal
cases in Indian history. The case would rivet popular
attention for several decades as it unwound in courts
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to London. This narrative
history tells an incredible story replete with courtroom
drama, sexual debauchery, family intrigue, and
squandered wealth. With a novelist's eye for
interesting detail, Partha Chatterjee sifts through
evidence found in official archives, popular songs, and
backstreet Bangladeshi bookshops. He evaluates the
case of the man claiming, with the support of legions
of tenants and relatives, to be the long-lost Kumar.
And he considers the position of the sannyasi's
detractors, including the colonial government and the
Kumar's young widow, who resolutely refused to meet
the man she denounced as an impostor. Along the
way, Chatterjee introduces us to a fascinating range
of human character, gleans insights into the nature of
human identity, and examines the relation between
scientific evidence, legal truth, and cultural practice.
The story he tells unfolds alongside decades of Indian
history. Its plot is shaped by changing gender and
class relations and punctuated by critical historical
events, including the onset of World War II, the
Bengal famine of 1943, and the Great Calcutta
Killings. And by identifying the earliest erosion of
colonialism and the growth of nationalist thinking
within the organs of colonial power, Chatterjee also
gives us a secret history of Indian nationalism.

The Strange History of the American
Quadroon
Strange Medicine
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Whether it’s B.C.
or A.D.,World
you’ll be wondering WTF!
This exciting title from the folks at the Bathroom
Readers' Institute contains the strangest short history
articles from over 30 Bathroom Readers—along with
50 all-new pages. From the 20th century to the Old
West, from the Age of Enlightenment to the Dark
Ages, from ancient cultures all the way back to the
dawn of time, Strange History is overflowing with
mysterious artifacts, macabre legends, kooky
inventions, reality-challenged rulers, boneheaded
blunders, and mind-blowing facts. Read about… The
curse of Macbeth Stupid history: Hollywood style The
secret LSD experiments of the 1960s In search of the
lost “Cloud People” of Peru The Swedish queen who
declared war on fleas Unearthing the past with the
Outhouse Detectives The Apollo astronaut who
swears he saw a UFO How to brew a batch of
5,000-year-old beer The brutal bloodbaths at Rome’s
Coliseum Ghostly soup from ancient China The
bathroom of the 1970s And much, much more!

Etidorhpa; Or, The End of Earth
Progressivism
More than ever before, radiation is a part of our
modern daily lives. We own radiation-emitting
phones, regularly get diagnostic x-rays, such as
mammograms, and submit to full-body security scans
at airports. We worry and debate about the
proliferation of nuclear weapons and the safety of
nuclear power plants. But how much do we really
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know about radiation?
And
what are its actual
dangers? An accessible blend of narrative history and
science, Strange Glow describes mankind's
extraordinary, thorny relationship with radiation,
including the hard-won lessons of how radiation helps
and harms our health. Timothy Jorgensen explores
how our knowledge of and experiences with radiation
in the last century can lead us to smarter personal
decisions about radiation exposures today. Jorgensen
introduces key figures in the story of radiation—from
Wilhelm Roentgen, the discoverer of x-rays, and
pioneering radioactivity researchers Marie and Pierre
Curie, to Thomas Edison and the victims of the recent
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident.
Tracing the most important events in the evolution of
radiation, Jorgensen explains exactly what radiation
is, how it produces certain health consequences, and
how we can protect ourselves from harm. He also
considers a range of practical scenarios such as the
risks of radon in our basements, radiation levels in the
fish we eat, questions about cell-phone use, and
radiation's link to cancer. Jorgensen empowers us to
make informed choices while offering a clearer
understanding of broader societal issues.
Investigating radiation's benefits and risks, Strange
Glow takes a remarkable look at how, for better or
worse, radiation has transformed our society.

Horse Opera
This book explores and explains the reasons why the
idea of universal history, a form of teleological history
which holds that all peoples are travelling along the
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same path and destined
to end at the same point,
persists in political thought. Prominent in Western
political thought since the middle of the eighteenth
century, the idea of universal history holds that all
peoples can be situated in the narrative of history on
a continuum between a start and an end point,
between the savage state of nature and civilized
modernity. Despite various critiques, the underlying
teleological principle still prevails in much
contemporary thinking and policy planning, including
post-conflict peace-building and development theory
and practice. Anathema to contemporary ideals of
pluralism and multiculturalism, universal history
means that not everyone gets to write their own
story, only a privileged few. For the rest, history and
future are taken out of their hands, subsumed and
assimilated into other people’s narrative.

The True History of the Strange Brigade
A monumental, genre-defying novel that David
Mitchell calls "Michel Faber’s second masterpiece,"
The Book of Strange New Things is a masterwork from
a writer in full command of his many talents. It begins
with Peter, a devoted man of faith, as he is called to
the mission of a lifetime, one that takes him galaxies
away from his wife, Bea. Peter becomes immersed in
the mysteries of an astonishing new environment,
overseen by an enigmatic corporation known only as
USIC. His work introduces him to a seemingly friendly
native population struggling with a dangerous illness
and hungry for Peter’s teachings—his Bible is their
“book of strange new things.” But Peter is rattled
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from home
desperate: typhoons and earthquakes are devastating
whole countries, and governments are crumbling.
Bea’s faith, once the guiding light of their lives,
begins to falter. Suddenly, a separation measured by
an otherworldly distance, and defined both by one
newly discovered world and another in a state of
collapse, is threatened by an ever-widening gulf that
is much less quantifiable. While Peter is reconciling
the needs of his congregation with the desires of his
strange employer, Bea is struggling for survival. Their
trials lay bare a profound meditation on faith, love
tested beyond endurance, and our responsibility to
those closest to us. Marked by the same bravura
storytelling and precise language that made The
Crimson Petal and the White such an international
success, The Book of Strange New Things is
extraordinary, mesmerizing, and replete with
emotional complexity and genuine pathos.

The Strange Persistence of Universal
History in Political Thought
Legal scholarship is in a state of crisis, Laura Kalman
argues in this history of the most prestigious field in
law studies: constitutional theory. Since the time of
the New Deal, says Kalman, most law scholars have
identified themselves as liberals who believe in the
power of the Supreme Court to effect progressive
social change. In recent years, however, new political
and interdisciplinary perspectives have undermined
the tenets of legal liberalism, and liberal law
professors have enlisted other disciplines in the
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attempt to legitimize
their
beliefs. Such prominent
legal thinkers as Cass Sunstein, Bruce Ackerman, and
Frank Michelman have incorporated the work of
historians into their legal theories and arguments,
turning to eighteenth-century republicanism--which
stressed communal values and an active citizenry--to
justify their goals. Kalman, a historian and a lawyer,
suggests that reliance on history in legal thinking
makes sense at a time when the Supreme Court
repeatedly declares that it will protect only those
liberties rooted in history and tradition. There are
pitfalls in interdisciplinary argumentation, she
cautions, for historians' reactions to this use of their
work have been unenthusiastic and even hostile. Yet
lawyers, law professors, and historians have
cooperated in some recent Supreme Court cases, and
Kalman concludes with a practical examination of the
ways they can work together more effectively as
social activists.

Strange Histories
The complete history of one of the most long-lived
and legendary bands in rock history, written by its
official historian and publicist–a must-have chronicle
for all Dead Heads, and for students of rock and the
1960s’ counterculture. From 1965 to 1995, the
Grateful Dead flourished as one of the most beloved,
unusual, and accomplished musical entities to ever
grace American culture. The creative synchronicity
among Jerry Garcia, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Bill
Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, and Ron “Pigpen”
McKernan exploded out of the artistic ferment of the
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early sixties’ roots
and folk
scene, providing the
soundtrack for the Dionysian revels of the
counterculture. To those in the know, the Dead was
an ongoing tour de force: a band whose constant
commitment to exploring new realms lay at the
center of a thirty-year journey through an evershifting array of musical, cultural, and mental
landscapes. Dennis McNally, the band’s historian and
publicist for more than twenty years, takes readers
back through the Dead’s history in A Long Strange
Trip. In a kaleidoscopic narrative, McNally not only
chronicles their experiences in a fascinatingly detailed
fashion, but veers off into side trips on the band’s
intricate stage setup, the magic of the Grateful Dead
concert experience, or metaphysical musings
excerpted from a conversation among band
members. He brings to vivid life the Dead’s early days
in late-sixties San Francisco–an era of astounding
creativity and change that reverberates to this day.
Here we see the group at its most raw and powerful,
playing as the house band at Ken Kesey’s acid tests,
mingling with such legendary psychonauts as Neal
Cassady and Owsley “Bear” Stanley, and performing
the alchemical experiments, both live and in the
studio, that produced some of their most searing and
evocative music. But McNally carries the Dead’s saga
through the seventies and into the more recent years
of constant touring and incessant musical exploration,
which have cemented a unique bond between
performers and audience, and created the business
enterprise that is much more a family than a
corporation. Written with the same zeal and spirit that
the Grateful Dead brought to its music for more than
thirty years, the book takes readers on a personal
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tour through theAtlantic
band’s inner
circle, highlighting its
frenetic and very human faces. A Long Strange Trip is
not only a wide-ranging cultural history, it is a
definitive musical biography.

Dreambirds
From peglegged Peter Stuyvesant to CBGB’s, the
story of the Bowery reflects the history of the city that
grew up around it. It was the street your mother
warned you about—even if you lived in San Francisco.
Long associated with skid row, saloons, freak shows,
violence, and vice, the Bowery often showed the
worst New York City had to offer. Yet there were times
when it showed its best as well. The Bowery is New
York’s oldest street and Manhattan’s broadest
boulevard. Like the city itself, it has continually
reinvented itself over the centuries. Named for the
Dutch farms, or bouweries, of the area, the path’s
lurid character was established early when it became
the site of New Amsterdam’s first murder. A natural
spring near the Five Points neighborhood led to
breweries and taverns that became home to the
gangs of New York—the “Bowery B’hoys,” “Plug
Uglies,” and “Dead Rabbits.” In the Gaslight Era,
teenaged streetwalkers swallowed poison in McGurk’s
Suicide Hall. A brighter side to the street was
reflected in places of amusement and culture over the
years. A young P.T. Barnum got his start there, and
Harry Houdini learned showmanship playing the
music halls and dime museums. Poets, singers,
hobos, gangsters, soldiers, travelers, preachers,
storytellers, con-men, and reformers all gathered
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characters includes Peter
Stuyvesant, Steve Brodie, Carry Nation, Stephen
Foster, Stephen Crane, and even Abraham Lincoln.
The Bowery: The Strange History of New York’s Oldest
Street traces the full story of this once notorious
thoroughfare from its pre-colonial origins to the
present day.

A Voyage Long and Strange
It's scientifically proven: this book is full of seriously
strange stuff! This amazing volume from the
Bathroom Readers' Institute contains the strangest
short science articles from dozens of Bathroom
Readers—along with 50 all-new pages. From the
oddest theories to the most astounding discoveries to
the biggest blunders, Strange Science has all the facts
your professors didn't teach you, but should have. It's
packed with earth-shattering eurekas, outlandish
inventions, silly "scientific" studies, and the stories
behind the weirdos who made it all happen. Put on
your lab coat and get ready to discover The freakiest
franken-foods scientists have created Bad movie
science: when Hollywood gets it wrong One dentist's
quest to clone John Lennon Unbelievable inventions,
such as the Bird Trap and Cat Feederfor people who
really hate birds How scientists have solved some of
history's most stupefying mysteries Schrodinger
simplified: What's up with the cat in the box? Real-life
time travelers (or so they claim) Everyday products
made with radiumuntil people started dying How to
hypnotize a chicken The seven-year-long study that
found earthquakes are not caused by catfish waving
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their tailsand other
breakthrough
much more!

A Long Strange Trip
Space Stations
The bestselling author of Blue Latitudes takes us on a
thrilling and eye-opening voyage to pre-Mayflower
America On a chance visit to Plymouth Rock, Tony
Horwitz realizes he's mislaid more than a century of
American history, from Columbus's sail in 1492 to
Jamestown's founding in 16-oh-something. Did
nothing happen in between? Determined to find out,
he embarks on a journey of rediscovery, following in
the footsteps of the many Europeans who preceded
the Pilgrims to America. An irresistible blend of
history, myth, and misadventure, A Voyage Long and
Strange captures the wonder and drama of first
contact. Vikings, conquistadors, French
voyageurs—these and many others roamed an
unknown continent in quest of grapes, gold, converts,
even a cure for syphilis. Though most failed, their
remarkable exploits left an enduring mark on the land
and people encountered by late-arriving English
settlers. Tracing this legacy with his own epic
trek—from Florida's Fountain of Youth to Plymouth's
sacred Rock, from desert pueblos to subarctic sweat
lodges—Tony Horwitz explores the revealing gap
between what we enshrine and what we forget.
Displaying his trademark talent for humor, narrative,
and historical insight, A Voyage Long and Strange
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New World for ourselves.
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